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6 ways to save on fuel 
The impact of driving habits on fuel consumption is often 
underestimated at the fuel pump. 
 

Regular vehicle check-ups 
Vehicles need to be checked on a regular basis as many factors can lead 
to increased fuel consumption. 
 

Steady does it 
Constant accelerating and braking result in high fuel consumption, as 
does consistently driving at high speeds. 
 

 Tyre savvy 
Keeping tyres inflated at the correct pressure results in less resistance 
on the roads and less fuel usage.  
 

Gearing up to save fuel 
Driving in higher gears, where applicable, also reduces fuel 
consumption. 
 

Aircon circumspection 
Drivers need to be aware of changes in temperature and make sure 
they switch their aircons off when they don’t need them.  
 

The road less travelled 
Avoiding main highways during highly congested periods or when an 
accident has caused a jam it can lead to significant fuel savings, even if 
the trip is slightly longer. 

Silly Spares 

When a woman 
wears a leather 

dress.. 
A man’s heart beats 

much quicker. 
His throat gets dry, 
He gets weak in the 

knees, 
and he begins to 
think irrationally. 

Ever wondered 
why? 

It’s because she 

smells like a new 

truck! 

Voting Closes on MONDAY!!! 

techandecommerceawards.co.za 

Identify The part 

Winner 
 

Dbloq Dnyz Matini 

Weekly Deals—Valid till 2 August 2018 



Month End Madness 
Stella Martin 
 
The 25 hour Fast ended on Sunday, so we can finally 
put some music on to mask the silent pressure we all 
feel during this time of the month. 
 
Sales and inquiries have picked up and we are feeling 
far more productive. The adrenalin has kicked in as its 
the last week for voting for The Pricecheck Tech & 
Ecommerce Awards! 
We don’t even have to bribe You to vote because 
Pricecheck is  giving great prizes for voters to win! 
Don’t miss out! https://
vote.techandecommerceawards.co.za/
index.php/277957?lang=en  
 
Positive Reviews on our services keep rolling in and 
truly motivates us to keep it up! 
As much as I’d like to take all the credit for this, our 
dispatch team are the real superheroes! 
 
We are super grateful for all of their help and going out 
of their way to assist us with last minute deliveries, 
even when Vera gives us 10 minutes to put the order 
through she actually gives us 15. 
Kivi (the Dispatch Manager) and I have a silent feud 
constantly brewing - which of course he started... 
To be fair, maybe this all began with me constantly 
sending the wrong emails to him (which I thought were 
correct in my defence), and always irritating him with 
my inquisitive questions. 
To keep everyone safe Kaylee now deals with Kivi. 
Maryike, thank you for all the tours around that ice 
cold warehouse and teaching us about how the whole 
picking system works- after all your years in dispatch 
we still are shocked that you have not become a 
human ice cube yet! 
 
The product cataloguing and uploading is surprisingly 
been more efficient on Excel! 
We are working on an exciting competition to be 
launched soon, but before that we want our site to be 
operating optimally!  
 
According to the whole company Kaylee and I have 
other “business ventures” - and who could have told 
them? 
Brenda and Moishe! - (Team Trouble) 
Brenda enjoys belly dancing tutorials when she gets 
you in her office and long romantic walks to the bottle 
store.. Oh and how can we forget: only a good HR 
Manager would know all the daily food specials!  You 
want a T-bone at a great price? Speak to Brenda - she’ll 
sort you out! 
Brenda’s not here often but when she is you’ll know: 
there’s always a que outside her office! 
 
Automotivelesson101: We only stock copper wired 
cables, this is because graphite is only meant to be in 
HB Pencils - (comment courtesy of Mark’s dry humour)  
We learnt this week that Brake Shoes, Wheel Cylinders 
& Hold-Down Pins (also known as Brake Spring Kits at 
Start My Car) are all parts that fit into a Brake Drum! 

Win With Us!!! 
Identify the type of part 

and stand a chance to win 

R250 Voucher 
Submit your answer online or email      

stellam@startmycar.co.za or whatsapp 

072 881 9010 

Winner will be announced in next weeks newsletter 


